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O R the next 25 years there seems to be no indication

of an early return to horses, nor any probability
that steam or electric power will become attractive for
use in the automotive powerplant. Too little is known
about the miniaturization of nuclear reactors to even
take a guess as to whether this might become a practical
source of power-and
this is also true for the direct
utilization of solar energy.
Indications are that a summarization of present ideas
on automotive powerplants would give us a better clue
to what's in the future. For this forecast we might ask:
How many people? How rnariv cars? How much fuel?

1940
1950
1960
1970
1980

People

Cars

lot'

I 0"
27
10
60
HO
90

1 30
150
I 80
200
210

Gasoline

Wj galloris/yeat

21
35
55
75
85

Since the table brings us to a formidable figure of
90.000.000 powerplants. the next question might l ~ e Plow
:
are these automobile powerplants going to work? The
term automobile powerplant indicates that we are raoncerned with the whole propulsion system: the engine.
transmissiori. drive line. differential and rear wheels.
As far as the engine is concerned. we have three
choices. the piston engiue. gas turbine. or the ?as turbine
with a free piston gas generator.
The forecast also lists gasoline consumption. Whether
o r not it will be gasoline or another liquid hydrocarbon
is an important question. Whatever the type of fuel will
be. the quantity should be about 85 billion gallons per
yeitr. and this. a? the saying goes. "ain't hay...
Before we can discuss types of powerplants. we should
establish the desirable arid probable output required.
An uhstrai I of a paper presented at the annual meeting of the
extern Engine Refxuilder's Aqw( iation in f i l m Springs. C(ilif')rnia. on Governher 2, 1956.

Let us consider a typical passenger car traveling on a
superhighway at 70 rnph. The power required adds up
as follows:
4 0 tip

Air and rolling resistance

( N o headwind, summer temperature. This figure would
I)? 60 h p w i t h a 13 m p h headwind at .W temperature.)

--

.88
.96
47.5 hp

=:

59.5

Transmission efficiency
Rear end efficiency
Engine power required

-=

4 0 -8 8 x .96

hP

Accessories

1
9

Power steering
( k n e r a t o r . charging
\ii
conditioner
Fan

ft

3
12

Total accessories
Total engine power required
for cruising:

47.5

4- 1 2

This indicates only the minimum required. Acceptable
acceleration can be obtained with an engine of 200 to
250 hp.
Although engines with considerably more power are
rornmori today, this trend may be eventual1y reversed.
Acceleration at low speeds ran be had from high torque
at low speeds. without requiring very high peak power.
The very high peak powers which are advertised are,
in themselves. not very meaningful. The peak occurs at
engine speeds which can be utilized only infrequently. if
at all. t ~ e r a ~ ~they
s e correspond to high road speeds. It
is doubtful whether cruisir~pspeed6; over 75 r11ph w i l l be
iracticahle. If fully autornatir steering and roritrol
systems become available. criiising speeds of around 100
r
I
superhighways may he feasible. This would
require about 160 hp at the rear wheels. This iseasily
available in many of our present engines.
Commercial vehicles such as trucks and off-the-road
~quiprnetitare in quite a different situation. Hero full
load uphill operation is critical. A 65,0(KI pound truck
goirig up a 6 percent grade at 45 m p h requires about
1100 hp. There is at present no powerplant which will

deliver this amount of power and which will fit into a
truck.
The torque needed for low speed acceleration is not
only a characteristic of the engine but depends on the
correct matching of the engine and transmission. This
matching has a twofold objective:

1 ) Performance

( meaning smooth and rapid acceleration o\er a wide speed range) and
( 2 ) Economy I meaning an acceptable miles per galIon vs speed relation).

Meeting the requirements
Both these requirements can be met by a transmission with an infinitely variable gear ratio, automatically
control led. Basically the hydrodynamic transmission
commonly called a torque converter) is such a transmifaion. ActuaJly, present torque converters still fall
short of o u r requirements.
The chart, right, shows typical curves for two convertors. One is designed for high stall torque ratio (4.3) at
low speed, i.e., designed for high acceleration at low
speed,

Efficiency us speed for tivo converters with different
design points (Rcf. 6 ) . Speed ratio
output speed/input
speed.

2

At a bpeed ratio of about .62 the stator is allowed to

0

I-

free-wheel (intersection of heavy and broken line). This
is called the "clutch point." The torque ratio becomes
I and the converter degenerates into a coupling. Efficiency peak is at a speed ratio of about
Between this
peak and the clutch point, the converter efficiency is
quite low, hence performance is unacceptably low.
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The second converter has a stall torque ratio of only
2.25, an efficiencj peak at high speed ratio and atrocious
efficiencies at lower speeds, hence no performance.
With fixed blade angles, the torque converter is
essentially a single speed machine. We will need torque
converters with continuously controllable blade angles.
This would give us a transmission with high stall torque
and high efficiency over a wide range of speed ratios.
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Typical piston engine curves of fuel consumption vs
power (Ref. 5).

The second requirement-Economy-demands;
first of
all, high transmission efficiencies over the widest possible
range of speed ratios. This is strictly a matter of converter development. Besides, the transmission should
automatically fieek the most economical operating point
of the engine, compatible with speed and load requirements. This is illustrated in the center chart.

This plot shows fuel consumption vs power for a
typical piston engine (spark ignition). The broken
curve represents operation at road load for a typical
passenger car wilh fixed gear ratio transmission. It is
evident that the engine is forced to operate considerably
above its optimum fuel consumption. The transmission
should permit us to operate on the envelope around the
minima of the consumption curves. What this means in
terms of miles per gallon is shown in the bottom chart,
where we have designated the latter case as "ideal transIt is within the capability of the variable pitch trans-
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mission to utilize the large potential gain in economy.
The transmission problem in one form or another is
common to all propulsion systems an is not limited to
the piston engine. It is, therefore, consi
an evaluation of engine types.

Pistons or pinwheels?
It has been said that. had we been driving around
with turbine engines for the last 35 years, and someone
had just now invented the piston engine, he would he
low and what is the potential?
For passenger cars, the maximum practicable
somewhere between 400 and 500 hp. Consider
is most likely sufficient, as has been demonstrated earlier
in this report. The objective of future development, will
be to
(1) improve economy without sacrifice in performance ;
( 2 ) increase specific output ( bhp/cu.in.) while, at the
same time, decreasing the weight of the powerplant (lbs/bhp).
Piston Engines: The first objective clearly in
continuation of the trend towards increased compression
ratios. At present it is estimated that we shall use compression ratios of 12:1 and premium fuels of 110 octane
number. The potential gains were established as far
back as 1949 (Ref. 7 ) . Raising compression ratio from
8:1 to 12:1 decreases the specific fuel consumption from
.53 to .44 lbs/bhp-hr. In the meantime fuel technology
and research in combustion chambers have progressed to
the point where 12:1 compression ratios will be practicable.
The effect of combustion chamber shape on octane
requirement (mechanical octanes) is illustrated in
the charts below. Each point on the curves is a maximum
i.m.e.p. obtained with a fuel as denoted by the octane
number above the curve. Design A has the i.rn.e.p. of 99

percent rnaxiniurn of I4l psi and requires a 95 O.N.fuel.
Design B has a corresponding i.m.e.p. of 136 psi and
requires only a 73 O.N. fuel.
We have witnessed a gradual increase in displacement
volumes. There is a definite limit to this.
marily by the amount of space and weight allotted to
the powerplant. We will have to make smaller engines
do more work per ruhir inch and prr ponncf of engine
weight. This can be accomplished by the use of (1)
turbo-charging and ( 2 ) iightwei
Active research i s being carrie
shows promise for commercial engines, rather than passenger cars. Both types w i l l profit f r o m ( 2 ) . Aluminum
die casting offers not o n l y weight advantages hut also
appreciable savings in manufacturing cost. 4 die casting
machine exists whirh produces a complete crankraseblock combination requiring a minimum of machining.
The crankcase of the Volkswagen engine is a magnesium
casting. The variable blade angle transmission which
we need is heavy arid offers only Iimite
for weight saving. The engine crankca
offers the biggest single component which can reduce
powerplant weiqht effectively. A better appreciation of
weight will become more and more necessary.

Heavy equipment
'.Turbo-charging of spark-ignition e r ~ g i t i ~has
s a considerahle potential for trucks and earthmoving e
nieiit arid will be fully investigated and utilized before
very long. i t will be used with fuel injection.
Fuel irijectioii (into the cylinder rattier than the manifold), will he closely investigated- especially in cotijunction with iurho-charging. There are some fundamental
difficulties in applying cylinder injection to engines of
small displacement (compared with aircraft engines) and
operating over a wide range of speed and loads (compared with constant speed in aircraft). This has all been
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38

The effect of combustion chamber s ape on octane requirement
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spelled out ( R e f . 18) but is not clearly understood by
everybody who is talking about the subject.
So far. nothing has been said about the diesel engine.
Since diesel and spark ignition engine compression
ratios have approached each other, the thermo
advantages of the diesel have gradually diminish
speed diesels require caref ullv control led fuel
decreases the cost advantage of diesel fuel over gasoline.
First cost o f diesels is higher than that of gasoline
engines. In the passenger car field there is no real
incentive for the use of diesels. In the truck and heavy
off-the-road field the diesel predominates today, but
seems to offer little capability for future growth. Its
weight and size are unfavorable as compared with the
gasoline engine. Increase in displacement and hence
gine size is limited as much as in the
therefore cannot offer the trucker the 1000 hp engine
for which h e is hoping.
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Output vs power tur
bers on c w v e s are compressor speeds (

Turbines: The automotive gas turbine has progressed
faster than was expected. At the left, above. is a whernatic
of a regenerativ~turl~ine.At the right i s a si-ction through
the actual er~gir~e-which in this case. is a Whirlfire
regenerative gas turbine.
The regenerator is of the rotating matrix type. Regenorator efficiencies are of the order of 3 0 at low loads,
droppirig to .60 a t high loads.
Tvpical performance curves are shown helow for a
[ruck turbine.
Since vehicle turbines operate predominantly at variable load and speed, the part load performance is particularly interesting and significant.
uising power fuel consumption is far from go0
miles per gallon for the engine in the charts helo
is 3.7 mpg as compare with 7.0 for cornparahi
ine. The turbine utilizes a cheaper fuel an

w
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~ t n ~ p t i ovsn power turbine .speed.Turbine inlet
temperature 1:500Â°F(Ref. 12) (Ford)

the d i f f e r ~ r ~i n~ er%er~ts
per mile is r~otas peal as that

is, at present, a serious handicap for the turbine.
The followirig table cornpares the rost of some maCobalt
Nickel
Miribdenurn
Vanadium
Tungsten
Manganese
Chromium
Aluminum
Cast Iron

At preser~t. large arriourlts of r~ickelare used ('75 Ih
in a 700 lb engirte). 4 tvpical automotive turbine
blade material ((;UR235%Ref. 19) is as f'c~liows:
Carbon
.lo - .20
.25 max
Manganese
Silicon
. 6 0 max
Chromium
12.00 - 17u00
Molybdenum
4.50 - 6.00
Aluminum
2 . 5 0 - 3.50
Titanium
1.50 - 2.50
Boron
,025 - - 10 0
Nickel
Balance

---

--

- --

-

Fuel Consurnpt~on
Ib/bhpltir
@ Mar- Power
B w t [con.

We~ght
SIZE
Lbltip C u flll0Ot1p

Fuel

--

Spark lgnltlqn PIS~~IIE n y ~ n e
Cast l r o r ~9 1 Lomp Rat10

.48

.41

3.6

9.1

95 Oclar~e

Spark lgri~tior! Plston Eriq~ne
A l ~ m i r l l ~ r12' I ( ornp Rat10

44

38

22

84

110 Oclane

Spark lqr itlur! P ~ \ t o rE~r l g ~ r ~ e
Kdlio
A l u r n ~ r ~ 8~ I~ rCamp
f~
Turboctidrged - 30% 8 0 0 ~ t

49

43

21

!3

95 Octar~e

Gas l u r b ~ r i eRqer~er~jt~ve

75

75

36

12

Kerosene

Gas 1~1rb1ne- fProjecledi
Rqenerallve

60

60

30

72

Kerosene

- .47

38

l? 7

26 0

#2 D~esel

D1e5el E n g ~ n e
4 stroke cycle

41

42

4

12 1

14 8

Kerosene

Dlesel Engine
?-stroke c y c k
Exhaust Turbo Blower

42

41

11 7

13 6

Kerosene

Free Plslon Erig~ne

-48

.48

36

70

Kerosene
Gasol~ne,
Olesel

D~eselE n g ~ n e

2 stroke cycle

- --

--

Comparison of automotive powerplants

The same data are shown here in a bar chart (Ref. 1).
It becomes apparent that the diesel is out of line as far
as size and weight are concerned, which makes its conliued use in vehicles questionable. The turbine has been
treated with optimism in the fuel consumption column.
No one powerplant shows a vast superiority over the
others. except for the large power range, 400 h p and
up, where the turbine is the only practicable engine.
There is, at present. no reason why any one powerplant
type should replace the other. The turbine as well as
the free piston engine-turbine combination will supplement the piston engine in the areas of their optimum
suitability.

Comparison of fuel consumption. weight.
and space requirements for different
powerplants ( R e f . 1). On the chart, Cast
iron == cast iron cylinder block;
A1 aluminum cylinder block; and
A1 T.C. = aluminum engine with exhaust
turbo-charger.

Cat

Iron

A

A
T .C

.

304

Projected

4 Cycle
2 Cycle
2 Cycle T.C.

PISTON

Whence come these pearls of wisdom?
In any prediction there is necessarily a lot of guesswork; as the saying goesÃ‘abase on incomplete data,
rumor and prejudice." The following list of references
contains the background information on which my prejudices are based. Anyone with enough stamina to read
through the references is entitled to pick my line of
reasoning to pieces.
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